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below ^f ; forty-five transverse rows between nape and origin of tail, and

thirty-six rows between front of humerus and vent.

The interfrontonasal is transversely diamond -shaped, and has no exter-

nal plates at its lateral margins. The frontonasals have considerable

mutual contact. There are two postnasals ; the anterior (and only)

canthal descends to the labials, taking the place of the loreal, and there is

one large preocular. A postraental follows the symphyseal, and then one

pair of infralabials in contact. Two pairs follow, the anterior interrupted

by one, the second by two, scales. The auricular opening is nearly as

long as the Assure of the eye. The appressed limbs are separated by the

space of four ventral cross-rows, or the length of the lougest digit of the

manus. The tail is of moderate length.

Color of upper surface and sides, brown, the latter a little darker, and

bounded above by a narrow black line. A somewhat irregular row of

small black spots down the median dorsal line. Below yellowish olive,

the scales of the abdomen witli black borders, those of the gular and

thoracic regions with black centres.

Total length, M. .143 ; length to auricular meatus, .012 ; to axilla, .023 ;

to vent, .061.

From the summit of the Pico Blanco (elevation 11,500 feet) in the East-

ern Cordillera of Costa Rica ; W. M. Gabb.

This species I provisionally identified with the O. f ulcus of Bocourt,

which has been found in Guatemala. The two species are probably nearly

allied, but present a difference in the cephalic scutellation, which is of

generic value.

Further Illustrations of Central Force.

By Pliny Earle Chase, LL.D.,

Professor of Philosophy in Haverford College.

(Read before the American Philosophical Soeieti/, July 20th, 1877.)

The establishment of centres of oscillation and harmonic nodes, in an

elastic medium, is a necessary consequence of the principle that "a sys-

tem of bodies in motion must be regarded mechanically as a system

of forces or powers which is a perfect representation of all the single

powers of which Ihe system is compounded, and this, too, at whatever

time or times tlie component powers may liave been introduced into the

system." *

But since it is often more difficult to gras}) truths whicii are presented

under new aspects, than those which are clothed in familiar garbs, it may
be well to glance at some of the most obvious tendencies to nodal action,

which result from simple gravitating fall towards a centre. The exami-
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nation will be the more interesting and suggestive, because like ten-

dencies must exist in all central forces which vary inversely as the square of

the distance.

Ennis* has called attention to the fact, that the difference between the

velocity of infinite radial fall (j,^ 3 (/}•) and circular-orbital velocity {\^ (jr)-,

must be accounted for in some way, and he thinks that it may be

sufficient to explain all the phenomena of planetary rotation and revolution.

r
In nebular condensation from r to ^, the increase of radial velocity is

{yv, —1) 1/3 gr; the circular-orbital velocity at —= y ngr; therefore the

increase of radial velocit}- would be sufficient to produce orbital velocity

in the periphery of a stationary nebula, when \'n = y2 {i^n —1), and
o

'' ^
9 375—5 ^^ 11.656854. If r be made to represent, successively, all

points between secular aphelion and secular perihelion, in the hypotheti-

cal nebulous belts which were condensed into Neptune, Uranus, Saturn

and Jupiter, this fall of condensation from Neptune would give orbital

velocities in the asteroidal belt ; from Uranus, in the Mars belt ; from Saturn,

in the Venus belt ; and from Jupiter, in the Mercury belt. Earth, as I

have already shown, is at the centre of the primitive inter-asteroidal belt,

which appears to have been then broken up by the action of Uranus,

Saturn and Jupiter.

Astrsea, = 2.577

Mars, = 1.524

Venus, a., = .749

Mercury, s. a., = .477

This would leave the orbital velocities of the four outer planets to be

accounted for by like condensation from an earlier nebulous condition, of

which we have no visible evidence, but if the main hypothesis is correct,

we may reasonably look for confirmation of a different kind, within the

present limits of the solar system. If we consider the vis viva of orbital

and radial velocity for unit of mass, the v. v. added by radial fall from r to

r—is (?« —1) gr, while the v. v. added by equivalent orbital contraction

is only i im —1) gr, or one-half of the radial addition. A simple nebular

r
condensation from r to —would, therefore, add gr to the v. v., which is

r
equivalent to the v. v. of circular-orbital revolution at -^. There is, there-

r r r r
fore, a tendeucj' to repeated nebular ruptures at -^, ~j, -^ .... ^^.

Starting from the present outer limit of our sj'stem, Neptune's secular

*" Origin of the Stars."

t a., aphelion ; p., perihelion ; s., secular.

Neptune, -^
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aphelion (30.46955), these rupturiDg nodes would occur at 15.23478;

7.61739 ; 3.80870 ; 1.90435 ; .95217 ; .47608 ; .23804. The first belt would

include Neptune and Uranus ; tlie second, Saturn ; the third, Jupiter ; the

fourth, the asteroids ; the fifth, Mars and Earth ; the sixth, Venus (grazing

also the Earth and Mercury belts); the seventh. Mercury.

After the nebula had assumed a globular form, these rupturing nodes

would occasion constant tendencies from ojiposite extremities of every

diameter, to the formation of confocal elliptic orbits, with major axes of

3r
-^ and minor axes of ]/8r. Those ellipses would mutually intersect at

2>'

-^, thus tending, througli collision of particles, to form a belt at that dis-

tance from the centre. The v. v. communicated by simple fall from r to

2r—= ^gr, which is equivalent to
3

V. V.

at f

gained by contraction from r to

of circular-orbital revolution

and also to the orbital v. v.

r

2-

The internal motions and collisions

of the particles of the belt would
form a condensation of the densest

and comparatively inelastic materi-

als, until the whole acquired the

gr 4- 2 gr
mean orbital v. v., -. =

4r,
which is the normal orbital

V. V. at the nodes of aggregating collision, -^. Tlie following table ex-

hibits the double tendency, to nebular rupture and to nebular aggregation,

starting from the point which would account for the orbital velocity of

Neptune. The approximation of "B" to tlie planetary distance which
would satisfy Bode's law, and the indications of Neptunian aggregation

during direct fall towards the centre, lend new confirmation to the views

which I have already expressed, in regard to the rationale of Bode's law,

and the relative masses of the two outer planets.
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comparison, and like the present comparatively nebulous condition of Sat-

urn itself, to Saturn as an important centre of early ring aggregation, as if

our nebula were, at first, a ring vortex. The indication is confirmed by the

similar densities of Saturn and Neptune ; the similar densities of Uranus,

Jupiter and Sun ; the fact that "these four planets form a system by them-

selves, which is practically independent of tlie other planets of the sys-

tem;"* the present approximate accordance between Ihe transit of light

through the Uranus-Telluric major-axis and the limit of planetary velocity

at Sun's surface ; and the following comparison between the 2d and 3d

condensation falls :

Rad. Vec.
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planets. A radial oscillation at Uranus' s secular aphelion would be ac-

3

complislied in 10.3396- = 33.247^ ; a circular revolution at Saturn's secu-
3

lar aphelion, in 10.3433- = 33.265y ; a circular revolution, at Jupiter's
3

lyiean perihelion, in 4.9872- = ll.lOS.y. The November meteoric cycle is

33.25.y; the Wolf Sun-spot cycle, 11.07//.

There is a noteworthy numerical correspondence between the seven

rupturing nodes within the planetary belt, and the seven condensation-

falls from a Centauri to —Sun. The fifth node and the fifth fall both
2

come within the Earth belt.

If we suppose seven successive transformations of uniform into variable

velocity, before the determination of the present solar mass and light-

modulus (M), and five condensation falls (?i = 1 -^ 11.656854) after each

transformation, we have the following approximations :

M ^
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centripetal action and reaction would tend to produce a belt of "constant

volume," with an inner limit at 1,4333'vj^ from tlie equatorial surface, or

.5768^/ (= .2884 r) from the nucleal centre. The consequent thermody-

namic undulations, the vis viva of central fall, the vertical collisions at

I r, and Ennis's centripetal momentum, would all be simultaneously

operative, and the present evidence of their past activity is vmmistakable.

For if we designate the primitive radius (3 y/5) by (i ; the thermodynamic
1

ratio (.2884) by ^ ; the vis viva ratio by ^ ; the collision ratio by § ; the
1

Ennis, or momentum ratio (1 ~ 11.656854) by ~i^ ; secular perihelion, mean

perihelion, mean, mean aphelion and secular aphelion respectively, by sub-

script 1,2,3,4,5, we find the following primary accordances :

a —2^r, 60.939

I a 40.626

h a 30.470
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§, h' V-' tlie asteroidal belt, (^, and ^ ; third dissociations, of (f,

and 9.

Numerous other interesting relations, of a similar nature, may be traced

at successive stages of nebular condensation, of which some examples are

given in the following table :

m
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Comparing the positions of intei'-Urauian planets which are most cor-

rectly represented in the foregoing tables, and taking the geometrical

means for the live positions of each planet, we find :

O. T. (T-0) ^ T.

»2 9.521 9.512 —.0009

H 5.197 5.196 —.0002

(^ 1.516 1.517 +.0014

© .999 l.OOl +.0021

$ .722 .721 —.0012

^ .380 .380 +.0001

Mean 3.567 3.567 +.0002

A similar closeness of accordance is shown by comparing the positions

of the intra-Nepturian planets which appear to be most typical :
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burg's extremes (hydrogen .57, air .76) seem to point towards secondary
nucleal and atmospheric relations between air and hydrogen.

In my identilication of the velocity of solar dissociation with the velocity
of light, * although the conception of successive wave impulses seems most
natural, it is by no means essential. If the pressure of the ultimate force is

constant, the result is the same. The ratio of the velocity of dissocia-
tion to the velocity of perfect fluidit.v,t is approximately illustrated by
Draper's estimate of the ratio between the temperature of glow (97TO F.,
or 1436-' from absolute 0°) and the temperature of fluidity (32o p., or
4910 from absolute Qo

; 1436 ~ 491 = 2.9). Here complete fluidity is
compared with incipient glow. The ratio -

: 1 would require an addi-
tional allowance of 107O, or about 7.5 per cent., for the difl-erence between
the temperature of complete and incipient glow. If the comparison were
made at 0° F., we should have 1436 h- 459 = 3.13.

The vis viva of terrestrial dissociation being equivalent to i the v. v.
of incipient planetary dissociation at the Sun, J the temperature ratio of
water vaporization to dissociation furnishes another illustration of a simi-
lar character. Deville (C. Rendus, Ixxxiv, 12.59 ) quotes the estimates made
by himself and Debray (2500=), and by Bunsen (2800O), of the temperature
at which nearly half of the vapor of water is reduced to its elements, hydro-
gen and oxygen. The ratio 2800O

: 100° is a very probable estimate of the
ratio between Solar and terrestrial superficial gravitation.

Note.— August 23, 1877. In consequence of a remark near the opening
of the foregoing paper, Dr. Draper recently proposed that I should tes't
some of my views by an examination of the solar spectrum. I accord-
ingly undertook a preliminary investigation, which has already yielded the
following results :

In the harmonic progression, ±, _!_ . ^ , etc., let e = wave-n 7i-{-a n-\-2a
length of Fraunhofer line A =: 761.20 millionths of a millimetre

; 7i =
1.0153

;
a —.0918 ; and we find the following accordances:

Numerator.
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less than four ten-millionths of a millimetre, aud, therefore, very fiir

within the limit of probable errors of observation.

My papers on planetary harmonies have shown that alternate planetary

positions manifest the greatest simplicity of law, intermediate positions

being modified by requirements of mutual equilibrium, which help to give

stability to the system. The same thing seems to be true of the Fraun-

hofer lines. The "figurate" symmetry of the above divisor differences

(1 a, 3 a, 6 '/, 10 a) is especially noticeable, and suggestive of my equation

between the principal planetary masses :

(Neptune) ^X (Uranus i ^X (Jupiter) «x (Saturn
i

—i"=l.

After finding this relation among the most important lines, I sought for

traces of the "morning-star " music among the subordinate lines, with the

following result : I have introduced KirchhoflTs scale-measurements, in

order that the lines may be identified without the necessity of reference to

Dr. Gibbs's papers.

Observed values. Scale measurem'ts.

634.05 783.8

550.70 1306.7

517.15 1655.6

458.66 2436.5

435.67 2775.7

(413.76) (?)

There is no single line corresponding to the harmonic denominator

n + 9a. The bracketed number is the arithmetical mean between Kirch-

hoflFline 2869.7 = 430.37, and H = 397.16. This again, may either indi-

cate a bright line, or it may await future discovery for a true inter

pretation.

The equality, which I had previously pointed out, between the average

limiting velocities of solar centrifugal and tangential dissociation, and the

velocity of light, induced me to apply the same harmonic series to the solar

system. In some of the papers on cosmical and molecular force, which I

have had the honor of communicating to the society (Proc. Soc. Phil.

Amer. vol. xiii.), I had taken steps in this direction, but they were com-

paratively feeble, for want of sufficient definite guidance. They had, how-

ever, shown very clearly, that, in ultimate physical generalizations, the

study of elastic reaction is quite as needful as the] study of centripetal

action, and vice versa. One of the most important facts, in connection

with such comparative study, is the variation of elastic densit}' in geomet-

rical ratio, when distance varies in arithmetical ratio. In making an

operative application of the spectral harmonic series, the several terms

should therefore be taken exponentially, and the greatest activity should

be looked for at inter-nodes, and presumal)ly nearl}' midway between suc-

cessive nodes. The Sun's radius was naturally suggested as a fundamental

unit.

The process of calculation is nearly as simple as Columbus's egg, but, on

Divisors.
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account of its novel application, it may be well to give it in full. The

commonastronomical unit is Earth's mean radius vector; its value, in units

of solar radius,, is 214.86. The harmonic exponential numerator, is Nep-

tune's mean radius vector, whicli is 30.03386 astronomical units, or

30.03386 X 214.86 = 6453.06 solar radii. The logarithm of 6453.06 is

3.809766 ; log. log. 6453.06 = log. 3.809766 = .580897. By the same

method we find log. log. Uranus = .558210 ; .580897 —.558210 = .022687

= log. 1.0536. Uranus's mean radius vector , represents, therefore, the

1.0536th root of Neptune's mean radius vector, and 1.0536 is the denomina-

tor of the first planetary fractional exponent. The first mid-nodal denom-

inator, in the foregoing spectral-line series, between A h- 1 and A -h-

(n + a) is (1 + 1.1068) -h 2 = 1.0534 ; the second mid-nodal denominator

is {n + (t 4- n 4- 2 «) -^ 2 = 1.1527 ; and so on, until we reach the sixth

denominator, when, perhaps on account of great nebular condensation, the

harmonic denominator-differences become f of .0918, instead of .0918,

bringing a second exact correspondence between the spectral and planetary

denominators in the orbit of Venus. The following table contains all the

figures that are required for the whole calculation :

Expon'l
Den'rs.
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The following table gives a comparative view of the spectral and plane-

taiy series

:

Spectral Differences. Planetary Diff.

a 1.0000
1 „ 1.0000

a,3 1.0150
(a + r)

i-o-'^^^

,5 1.1986 a
a

1.2904 , , . J . „„.„
'^

i (d + £) 1.244.5

a i (s + f) 1.3363
r 1 3822 V '

^

a
^ « HC+ 7?) 1-4281
T 1 4740 2 \s -r y; ^

d 1.5658 " '^

a
£ 1.6576

i (^ + + ? « 1-6347

« fa
1.7494 V 1.7494

;. 1.8412
a

!J. 1.9330 ^ i (/ + /i) —i

«

1-8641

. 2.0248 ^^
i

(/^ + V) 1.9789

o 2.11G6 ^ * (V + o) + i rt 2.0936

- 2.2084 - 2.2084

In the fundamental harmonic denominators, it will be seen that a =
6 n, and 6 is the figurate exponent of Jupiter in the equation of planetary-

masses. The value of n is the quotient of (Jupiter x perihelion radius-

vector) by (Sun x solar radius). The significance of this quotient is ob-

vious, on account of the preponderating influence of the two controlling

members of our system. It becomes still more interesting upon examin-
ing the portion of the spectrum which represents Jupiter's most powerful

reaction against solar action.

As the harmonic basis is Jupiter's present perihelion, it seems likely that

there may be some changes in the relative positions of the spectral lines,

with Jupiter's changing eccentricitj'. As this change is less than -g}-^ of

one per cent, per annum, its influence cannot be detected by direct obser-

vation. But it may be worth while to institute careful comparisons be-

tween solar spectra taken at our perihelion, aphelion, perijoveand apojove,

in order to find whether the lines are modified in anyway by Earth's posi-

tion relatively to Sun and Jupiter.


